Plan gets tough on parties

By DANIEL GINGERS
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

If a proposed new Alcohol Management Plan gets on tough party policies, members of the IFC Executive Board will be facing tougher regulations for parties and other social events if they do not comply.

The policy, which was submitted to the council on the University for approval would change parts of the current alcohol policy including the amount of alcohol each person is permitted to bring to a fraternity party.

“We find it hard to accept these policies,” Morris Massel, IFC President

being to a fraternity party.

Inter fraternity Council President Morris Massel, said that the members of the IFC Executive Board would be consulted before it was proposed.

“If we go out on a limb creating this policy, we don’t want some students to beat us up on it,” Massel said.

If approved, the policy would make a number of changes to the current alcohol management policy including the amount of alcohol each person is permitted to bring to a fraternity party.

“We are not consulting before it was proposed,” Massel said.
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Asian Art

Search widened for Victim Support head

By CHARLES ONGSTEIN
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

A regional search to fill the position of Director of Victim Support Services is underway, said Ruth Wein last November, who was an early summer, University Police Commissioner John Kuprevich said that Wein has been from her position since November, citing her health as the reason for her departure.

The regional search, which began November, is aimed to focus specifically on the campus community, will follow a departmental search that Kuprevich announced in November.

“I think there is potential on this campus for a new director,” Kuprevich said in November, “I think we should look internally.”

Kuprevich said that the position will have a new director.

He promised to invoke the audience that evening and put the thrill in “in case care.”

“I will give you the glory,” he said to the crowd, “Tonight it’s going to explode.”

It was the Benny Hinn Miracle Crusade and thousands upon thousands were poured into the church and on the national airwaves.
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Computer system stolen from HRN

Kimbie said the man reportedly used proficiency as a key to the system, which contained all student records, during his three visits and after that all being cited for disorderly conduct. In another incident, two wallets and a wallet were taken from an unoccupied room at Hill House yesterday. Kimbke said before the earlier in the day. The student reported seeing a woman in the building. Kimbke added that he is surprised if there is a connection between these two incidents.

—Charles Orinestein

Sex and culture mark CA speech

By WENDY ELIAS

Rounding up as part of human, "Women and the World," the director of the Christian Association, says the world's perspective on women and the relationships of women to religion and culture with the help of Herbert Sinai and other

"My position is to help liberate Christianity and the church from the deterministic viewpoint of women in our culture," said. "I am striving for a positive sexual, cultural and religious perspective." "The focus is to try to provide people with a framework about sexual and cultural standards."

 Hamm, who spoke to an intimate audience in the Christian Association, talked about the psychological damage created by the dominant emphasis on the "passivity" regarding sexual behavior. "The passivity is about establishing externally oriented ideals, whereas in order to remain power players, we must understand the role of the individual's will power."

Stemmler said that while University admissions offices receive limited questions about crime rates, there has been a significant increase in questions from prospective students and parents. "Students and parents are more concerned about the University's response to the issue of security, and we're working closely together to make sure that the University is aware of the potential for bringing in negative feedback from prospective students and parents, as well as from the subject and that's reassuring to both students and parents."

Crime on campus nearly doubled in '92

WEAN

In Brief

**Help Sell Penn!**

Be a Tour Guide for prospective students!*

Interviews:

February 24 & 25

Sign up at the Kite and Key office

234 Houston Hall

For more info, call:

Kite and Key office

989-2888

Debbie 387-6919

*need 10 Kite and Key service hours
**false fire alarms are a big waste of time. I could be studying or sleeping.**

Cary Sawyer

College Freshman

"False fire alarms are a big waste of time. I could be studying or sleeping."
Education, fun mark Chinese Culture Night

Women speak on their corporate successes

Searching for miracles, thousands flock to Civic Center

First there was Koyanagiatsi, now you can see the film/concert screening of

Powaqqatsi/Live

by Erinn Annemarie

by Sarah Keenest

by Jennifer Yu

Looking for a miracle? The University of Pennsylvania was the perfect location for all those who attended Chinese Culture Night in the University's 34th Street Auditorium on Tuesday, February 23. The event included various performances ranging from traditional Chinese dances, music, and storytelling to modern art installations, providing a unique experience for attendees.

Dancers performed traditional Chinese dances, including the famous fan dance, which is known for its intricate movements and beautiful hand gestures. The audience was captivated by the dancers' skill and grace as they effortlessly moved to the music, creating a mesmerizing visual spectacle.

Music also played a significant role in the night's events. Performers showcased Chinese instruments such as the pipa and the erhu, playing a variety of melodies that filled the auditorium with a sense of culture and history.

In addition to the performances, Chinese music and culture were also celebrated through art installations. These installations featured modern interpretations of traditional Chinese symbols and motifs, reflecting the fusion of old and new.

The event aimed to educate and entertain, providing attendees with a comprehensive understanding of Chinese culture. Attendees had the opportunity to witness the diversity and richness of Chinese traditions, making it a memorable night for all who attended.
The proposed revisions to BYOB party policy

Plan details proposed revisions to BYOB party policy

POLICY, page 1
• For "Date Only Events," the number of guests would be limited to one per member. For other events, the number of guests would be limited to more than 125 percent of the recommended capacity of the house's common areas.

• Abiding by the Bring Your Own Beer policy, a guest would be limited to a six-pack of beer or wine. The policy allows guests to bring a bottle of alcohol, but no more than one bottle of alcohol per event.

• All individuals attending an event would be carded at the door by a professional doorperson who is a member of the sponsoring chapter.

Black airman recall barriers

AIRMEN, from page 1
for a country that treated them with such little respect, Williams said that many now see politics as an important issue.

"Whatever else I am, I am an American," Williams added. The debate also touched on the validity of drawing a parallel between the military's segregation and the current situation for blacks in the country.

"There are regulations in the service that regulate behavior," he said.

Reaction to the program was positive.

"I have not received a formal presentation of the new policy, but I think the policy will be obvious in their best interest to listen to the IFC's complaints and take them into consideration," Massel said.

"They realize my representation of the fraternity is discredited, obviously the system is going to be very displeased and probably have complaints," he said. "It's obviously in their best interest to listen to us as we come up with a better policy in the end."

The Faculty Club-Club Room

Thursday, February 22, 1993

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Room 100, U.PENN LAW SCHOOL

34th & Sansom Streets

Co-sponsored by: Black Student League. Univ. of Penn NAACP, Alpha Kappa Alpha, Fraternity, Inc, Phi Chapter, SPEL & IFCUSA

MORGAN STANLEY & CO. Incorporated

FIXED INCOME SALES AND TRADING DIVISION 1993 ANALYST PROGRAM

Information Session

Tuesday, February 23

7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Ben Franklin Room of Houston Hall

• applications & information are available in the Office of Student Life in Houston Hall - Scholars...chosen for leadership...united to serve.

Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated is an Equal Opportunity Employer
The Insiders

Our short list of internal candidates for the next Provost.

With visions of history cold winters and Big Ten football dancing in his head, Provost Michael Allen is packing his bags for the job as the head of the University of Illinois at Champaign Urbana.

As Allen heads to the Land of Lincoln, the Trustees have turned on their last furnace waiting for the first signs of resumes.

Since it seems that everyone is trying to land a cushy appointment inside the University, our research shows that there have been a hard time finding applicants.

So it's our list of worthy and not so worthy applicants - all from within the University - who, as followers of the Red and Blue, would make dandy provosts.

Engineering Dean Gregory Farrington, once a mighty supporter with students makes a candidate who will only make waves in the 10th floor hall and be ignored by the College. But past ignominy is, as they say, history.

Graduate School for Education School Dean Herbert Laurenz. Laurenz has placed the Ed the Res solidly in the black this year. The lack of anyiegoned unprofitability of teaching. Coming down is his background, we feel his priorities will be in order.

Former Provost Elhoff Stallard. Ogun.

By Rob Engs

One of my strongest memories of my freshman year at Penn was watching line-ups of students in the dorms and finding racial epithets and symbols during the cold months of winter.

Since then, several radio shows have been held to discuss the issue and more and more programs have been set up within the University. But not one of the Penn University groups have had a list of LP services available to them.

Yet four years later, that same racism that already seemed so distant seems to persist for others elsewhere. As I near graduation, I wonder about my role, and why nothing is being done to correct this situation.

I do not mean a militant approach or simply through indifference, all of the discriminatory, divisive, and intolerant acts towards the real world are perpetuated by the majority of persons around with Penn.

When objects are thrown at students, when people are asked to leave, people don't belong here by students and campus police, while threatening black students on the campus.

The fact that the Penn University is a place that does not reflect the diversity of this University.

But, colleges and universities should be better than the real world. The University should attract those people who desire true independence and freedom, and teach their students issues.

Now, the Penn University, the University in the surrounding world, at Penn there is a movement to find out exactly what goes on, this simply should not be happening.

My time at Penn has convinced me that it is possible and acceptable for a person to spend four years at this University and be ignorant to the basic minimal knowledge concerning the life of non-whites and their heritage.

Penn is white, period. The ideals of being black and other minorities are not taken at the University. One can't even spend time with a black student, nor - or other student treating the Campus as a whole.

The University is the responsibility of minorities is not met here. The University do not contribute to the community as a whole.

The University's role in the Penn is as a black student or as a white.

There is likelihood that there has been a black信贷 error for one. What can a man in the group is not a black student present in the University is the editor's

Lives were simple when we were little. If you were a boy, then girls had the cooties. If you were a girl, then boys were disgusting creatures.

Then we grew up and learned the real facts of the universe and the facts of the universe. We did not like it at all, but at least we could all be friends.

I have a very good friend who just happened to be aافق. He was Jewish and I had planned to go to SUNY Binghamton together. When he left the University, I would share an apartment with our people to marry, and I could get a ride to another side. We would keep the Southern states.

When you were supposed to get out of the experience was that we all have to get along and work together to ensure everyone's safety and peace of mind.

The subtext was that it was perfectly acceptable to have a gay couple to live together on campus.

The problem was that if I were a woman, I could live with anyone on campus, but because my significant other was male, joint housing was desired. We thought a heterosexual couple was better than a mixed-gender group.

One thing we have to keep in mind is that not all of the mixed-gender groups on the off-campus housing are necessarily involved in romantic relationships.

There are some students living in off-campus housing who share a suite of roommates. The women are expected to remain in the same apartment even if roommates are changed.

If there was something romantic going on among these people, no one knew and no one was known to be interested.

I live with a girl in my house in a house across campus. Her parents have two boys, four and female are here. We happen to get along just fine. None of them, or our friends, the group of one of the others due to problems. To date, I haven't been made in the same social circle.

You can live with share housing without any of those parties and you can live in on-campus housing. It's as simple as that.

And Living Brasenians wonder why so many people live off campus.

I want the University to keep people inside the University to certain types of campus living quarters, and not off-campus apartments with separate bedrooms.

Life was simple when we were little. If you were a boy, then girls had the cooties. If you were a girl, then boys were disgusting creatures.

Make Diversity, Don't Wait For It
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Resurrection comeback comes just once for Quakers

DAVID PASSE BACK PAGE
describe Perm's play, especially in
the second half. After falling behind
twelve at intermission, the Quak-
ers rallied back and held the lead.
Two 10-year-olds arrested in murder

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina — A U.S. envoy held up days for battle bled migrants and mixed meals directly delivered food to a besieged eastern town yesterday, but there was still no aid distributed in Sarajevo today.

A universal, nationwide cease-fire went into effect by Bosnia's Muslim president, Alija Izetbegovic, appeared to be holding around the capital, but already was fading elsewhere.

As the representative of U.N. peacekeepers in Bosnia headed for consultations with British and French leaders agreed to try to conciliate the warring sides, at least 18 people were reported killed in separate fighting in Sarajevo today. Muslims, Serbs and Croats were all reported to be running troops or diggers in for more fighting around the former Yugoslavia.

Efforts to deliver aid to besieged enclaves in eastern Bosnia have resulted in violations within the United Nations and have been met with widespread indignation by the Bosnian Muslims.

The U.N. high commissioner for refuges, Lakhdar Brahimi, canceled all meetings to meet with Muslims last week, frustrated that Serbs were killing Muslims, and some of the U.N. residents in the east and tearing down the fence delivering relief until U.N. convoys get past the Serbs.

On Friday, U.S. Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali reopened (Ogla and received order. Ogla said you will have to wait for the news from the warning bulletins that they would not allow U.S. diplomatic relief for the Bosnian Muslims. At least one aid agency has said aid operations could be restored as early as today.

The U.N.-controlled convoy of an Italian aid truck carrying flour, other food and medical arrived in the town of Jepa on yesterday afternoon. "A llamada mis-

sions within the United Nations and have been met with widespread indignation by the Bosnian Muslims.

The two, accused of commandeering an Aeroflot jet on Saturday with roughly 72 people aboard, were helping to plan the takeover.
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Kegler and Moore record career-highs

We scored on every trip down the floor. I knew at some point it was going to happen, but I wasn't sure when. I knew at some point it was going to happen, but I wasn't sure when.

The sophomore guard Matt Maloney (16 points, 11 rebounds) and sophomore center Eric Moore, who coupled with aggressive oft' action.

The second half did more than just 13 of 16 shooting, to lead a balanced Quaker offense. 6-10 center Crawford Palmer (11 points, 11 rebounds) came to the forefront, scoring a career-high 16 points and led the Big Green bucket, Penn led 38-13.

That's high praise coming from Robert Botel, a College Matfl student from the Ivy League.

big green (4-6, 10-12)

Penn's defense forces a Dartmouth off-balance shot. That was the damage was done. After scoring 11 unanswered points and led the Big Green, who is almost assured of a Princeton goliath was also No. 2 in the nation.

The Princeton goliath was also No. 2 in the nation. "You want to come out and be just nuts on defense," Dunphy said. "You know they're going to come out and make a few shots. So you've got to be physical."

With defense like that, Penn can hold up its end of the bargain, and Princeton knows that it has to be aggressive in Prl

The potential exists for the team to clinch the title as early as next Saturday night against Columbia on Friday and Cornell Saturday night against Columbia.

The Quakers would force 13 turnovers, 14 first-half points. With defense like that, Penn can win even when the shots are not falling, particularly when Michael Crittenden was out.
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Malone and Stockton lead West over East in OT

No. 1 Indiana takes care of No. 14 Purdue; No. 3 UNC trounces No. 23 Virginia

W. Hoops does not meet Great Expectations on Sat.

DIckens, from Back PAGE

Against Harvard, Rivers was the key factor. The Quakers' victory from an enormous deficit was a result of the foul shot by Rivers with 1:33 remaining in the game. The foul shot by Rivers gave the Quakers a 99-99 tie over Harvard and sent the game into overtime. In overtime, the Quakers were able to outscore the Crimson 10-7 and secure the win.

Although the Quakers made a late run against Dartmouth on the year, they were not able to carry that momentum into the game against Harvard. Rivers had 24 points, while Zipperer had 17 points and 11 assists, including two key three-pointers to help keep the Quakers in the game.

The game was played in front of a packed crowd at the Palestra and drew many loyal fans to the game. The Quakers were able to carry the momentum they had against Dartmouth and secure a victory over Harvard.
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Sports

Quakers in league of their own

By MICHAEL LEFL

PENN 98

1992-93 Ivy League M. Hoops Standings

FRIDAY NIGHT'S GAMES

Penn 81, Harvard 62
Bray 7, Counts 60, Dunn 62, Yale 74, Correll 63

SATURDAY NIGHT'S GAMES

Penn 82, Dartmouth 63
Brown 75, Counts 67, Dunn 54, Cormat 46

It was a first half of dreams for the Quakers as they ran through the first half controls, scoring 41 points and outscoring the Crimson, 25-11. Perhaps still caught up in the excite- ment of the Harvard win, the Quakers put the ball into the basket, scoring 20 points on 16 shots.

The win was just a taste of what was to come for Borealis, as for his next match, the Penn coup changed the game's rules. Knowing that the Tigers' penalty, he put the ball into the basket, scoring 20 points on 16 shots.
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